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Editors' Letters
Dear Reader,

I would first like to thank all of our readers, authors, and contributors for the excellent support
and work you have provided us. We have successfully published Déraciné thanks to you. My
childhood dream of becoming a magazine editor has come true, all because of your contributions
and encouragement. I shall endlessly thank you.
I would also like to thank my former university professor, Dr. Maile Chapman, for the wonderful
opportunity to learn about magazine publishing and editing. My experience with her opened up
many opportunities for me, the creation of this magazine being perhaps the most important.
While the road has been challenging and long, I am thankful that every effort has earned success.
When Dr. Chapman suggested that I start a magazine of my own, my immediate thought was how
can I possibly accomplish a project of that scale? I researched other literary magazines and dug
through databases. I read articles about starting up a literary magazine. I studied the magazine
my professor worked for and participated in its publication. I had an idea of the literary
aesthetics I wanted to see and could not find anywhere else.
In creating Déraciné, we wanted to examine psychological challenges and how people affected by
them interact with the world, conveyed through elements of the literary gothic. I am proud that
the works in our first issue accomplish both of these themes in interesting, unconventional ways.
Together, we have created a publication that allows us, as writers who may be struggling with
mental illness or affected by it in some way, to be heard in the literary community. We have also
created a unique discussion about emotional challenges and psychological differences. Thank you
to all the contributors who have shared their stories, poetry, and art with us, and have elected us
as the outlet to share their work with the world.
I hope that you enjoy the works featured in Volume I of Déraciné, and feel impacted by them as
much as I have. With your continued support, I look forward to publishing many more issues in
the future.

Victoria Elghasen
Editor
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Dear Reader,

When Victoria first approached me about starting an online literary magazine, I was deeply
intrigued. We began by determining our genre—not completely uninfluenced by our own writing
interests—and then set out on a long journey to see this aspiration become a reality.
Creating a literary magazine is no small task. It has been time-consuming, difficult work, and our
success is largely owed to the support we have received from friends, colleagues, former
professors, and the writing community as a whole. As such, I would like to take a moment to
thank Kathryn Mockler, whose support and advice has been instrumental in helping us achieve
success, and Terence Green for his support and encouragement.
The networking process has proven to be an exciting key step in the creation of our magazine.
Not only has it led to personal growth, but it has helped Déraciné gain a place in the writing
community. Many wonderful, talented writers have led us to meeting more and more talented
writers and artists. We have also had the pleasure of discovering other literary magazines with
captivating genres and mission statements we believe in.
Yet perhaps the hardest part of all has been coping with the rejection process. We received many
compelling, beautifully crafted submissions. The best of the best are about to unfurl on the pages
before you. However, we also had the pleasure of reading many works that will not be appearing
in our magazine, and the distinct, solemn experience of having to send rejections to the creators
of those works.
Being an editor for Déraciné Magazine has truly been a challenging and rewarding experience.
The excitement of reading and accepting great pieces of literature—and knowing we will help a
writer’s voice to be heard—is a singularly edifying sensation, and one I hope I feel just as strongly
by issue ten as I do now, in issue one. I hope this will be a long road, paved with talented,
evocative voices.
And I hope that you, dear reader, will enjoy every work presented here as much as I did. May
these works resound with you deeply, as they have with me.
Once again, my deepest thanks to those who have helped us create this magazine, with a special
thanks to our dear contributors. Without you, there would be no Déraciné.

Michelle Baleka
Editor
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NOELLE SCHMIDT

the prophet
1.
there’s a prophet
in the dirty motel room, number nine,
end of the hall with the yellow wallpaper
that once had flowers on it, peeling
away into pieces by the ceiling and the doorways;
the carpet may have once been blue
but it’s brown now, and thinnest in the middle,
the echoed tread of lonely passersby in worn-out thread.

2.
he pays rent in paperclips and prophecies
but every week the motel keeper wins on a scratch ticket
so she buys from a different store each time
and sits back in her glass booth watching the bowed heads
and hunched backs bobbing under flickering fluorescents
to the prophet’s door.

3.
the radiator, rust flakes that stain his hands
crackling on its rattling metal frame,
is his crystal ball, breathing in the
dusty heat tasting of volcanic ash,
and watching the rippling glow of solid fire.

POETRY | NOELLE SCHMIDT
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The Church on the Cliff
she crept into the church
when it was empty at night, the doors
shut, bricks huddling together, pews
shivering in speckled shadows of moonlight
through stained glass and tasting of dust and
stale faith left behind by mourners, sour
on her lips, lingering
in her throat.
the cross hides in the dark;
she thinks it’s bad design that the moonlight
doesn’t reach into the alcove where it hangs.
she takes her shoes off by the door and leaves them
crusted with mud, walking barefoot on frigid
wood floors, fingers tracing the edges of the altar.
crouched below she leaves a note written
in scars, the language she knows best;
lets sawdust scabs float to rest on
dirty jeans.
she leaves her shoes at the door
when she goes. they weren’t made
for the sea.
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AISLYN HIGGINS

The Sea
When will you come
to purge me from this Hell?
I do not speak
the language of the trees
but you do.
the night will set
upon my bones
I fear
I am a broken compass
in a sea of rocks
hurtling towards you
the earth does not weep for me.

POETRY | AISLYN HIGGINS
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No basta con una forma, necesitas conocerlas todas by Seigar.
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NATALIE CRICK

The Other
She was a girl of the Convent.
A small girl
With big blue eyes
On Valentine’s day.
The sun set and she wanted to die,
Locked in the old house on the hill,
Rocking with emotion.
The man in the moon was black with hate
Like her Father. She was sick with paranoia,
Riddled with the voices of her children.
O God! Someone was calling.
In her dreams.
Lost in bedlam,
A thin ghost
Was running with a sword.
I am ready.
She woke drugged,
And a widow today.
Bitter as a spider.
Murderous too, with news of her Mother.
So she turned to The Other.
Bowing down to God.
A dark place
Where she would hardly know herself.

POETRY | NATALIE CRICK
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Remains
When snow has filled the lungs
It takes time to cover the body.

If God were a season,
He would surely be Winter.

Waiting by the black trees,
Thin as ribs,

I offered God my mind,
But he only wanted your body.

I look for your soul,
Pale and baroque,

But I don’t find it.
Only your mouth like a black hole,
Open and vacant.
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M. STONE

Hemmed In
The night air is close,
humid as a wet sweater.
Beneath a modest dress,
my thighs grow damp.
We three walk home
from Sunday evening
Bible study, our shoes
chomping gravel.
Behind me, the man,
not yet thirty. His laughter
clips my heels. He emits
a teasing growl.
I dare not slow or turn
as nervous giggles erupt
from my throat.
To my right, his wife—
her face a grim moon,
her lips a line sewn
over her knife tongue.
I focus on the porch light
left glowing for me.
Counting steps—twenty, ten,
five—until I spring
from the smothering huddle.
Long after I place a closed door
between me and them, I feel
the wolf’s breath on my skin.

POETRY | M. STONE
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KRISTIN GARTH

Basement Forest
A basement forest built around a floor
of dirt and leaves gone brown. Scattered scurry,
his sweetest sound, a crisp and crinkled tour
of toes before he throws you down. Hurry
to hide behind your tree, he planted, tends
since you were three. Like lust, it's watered, left
to grow. It waits for you, a future friend,
in dark below. A patch of them that's cleft
in two, just like the one he made for you,
you run between and hide from view, a game
of children he carries through. Watcher who
will wait for trees before he makes a claim.
A basement forest to commemorate
a forest capture fifteen years to take.

POETRY | KRISTIN GARTH
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KRISTIN GARTH

My Beast
I live inside your library. In stacks
I slumber under lock and key, a book
still open, pressed against my nose. The wax
of candelabra drips on dainty toes. I'm shook
from sleep by creaking oak, your hooves that pound
parquet and rattle statues Baroque. Bow
of yellow, all I wear, you chase me down
a curling stair. Your claws that turn me show
that face I crave, the fiercest features, form,
for me, you save. A vestal visage worn
when you must go to town, so blonde and warm
and buttoned down. I read for hours forlorn,
feral, fireside, across a silk settee,
until closed eyes bring a beast back to me.
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CALEB LOVELACE

tee · th
i am missing three / and some are broken. those /
were just never there. my mother gave me / nothing and
my bones simply tried to fill / it. my body is still trying to /
apologize for all the parts missing.
the dentist said of my baby tooth:
there’s nothing there for it to hold onto and /
eventually / it’s going to fall out.
he had his hand in my mouth and i am / a thing
trained to lick fingers / not bite them.
tamed / however / doesn’t mean without the ability / to maim.
i mean
have you ever seen a dogfight?
i’ve been inside three. & once a dog bit me. ripped through me / i can still feel it —
owner said: he didn’t mean it. / i knew he did / i
said: it’s okay / see, i would never hurt. / i just want to hurt. / the human jaw
can exert 120 pounds of pressure / in a bite / and i bet that hurts.
and now / i wonder that with a mouthful of broken and / missing
teeth. how do i do /
anything. how do i / begin to define / my
ability to bite. / my want to maim. / to hurt.
i spend too many of my days / wondering about the definition / of devour.
and why i like the sound of it / through my teeth.

POETRY | CALEB LOVELACE
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DAVID HANLON

Underbelly
I turn the corner and see them
hooked
on metal gates,
draped over mesh wiring—
the bags
they sleep in,
hanging like the clothes
in my wardrobe—
the one next to my bed.

A couple of meters
away
from where they sleep,
I see their fridge—
it’s twice the size of mine
and filled with rotting waste;
the door on top
opens toward the sky,
above head height—
contents hidden from view.

Later, at home,
I swing open my fridge door—
proud shelves
bursting with food
light up,
POETRY | DAVID HANLON
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I scan over them—
Bored, not hungry,
then shut the door.
I’m overcome with a strong urge
to lie down
on the kitchen floor,
I curl
into a foetal
position, close my eyes,
press my warm, soft cheek against
the cold, hard tiles.

I am stricken
with an unbearable
hunger,
I howl,
claw
at my underbelly,
body writhing
in pain—

just
a couple of meters
away
from my fridge.
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DAVID HANLON

Headroom
He’s trapped

in the headroom.

Door locked. Drapes shut. Lights out. Phone off.
Hidden

under bed covers

that straightjacket him whole.
BANG!

It bursts from within him,
scurries across the floor to all four corners of the room & up the walls towards the ceiling,
turning curtains into steel shutters.
SLAM!

Words are a constant
heavy ache
in the bottom
of his stomach,

one
into

or

two

shoot up

his throat

his broken-cement-mixer mouth,

& stick in the dead weight of the concrete:

an aching presence
just beyond his brick wall lips.

POETRY | DAVID HANLON
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He tries to lose himself in games of Sudoku:
the last strands

of self-worth

thickened with a win, but

frayed

in the next moment as he must start over again.
Boxes filled from 1-9

Outside:

add

up

to

nothing.

it happens,

his heart races and his lungs expand rapidly,
cracks

of daylight burn the retinas,

his vision
is
blurred,
spotty,

through sore,

stingy eyes.

He keeps looking back to check
the headroom is still there.

As he walks in a haze,
he trips
over his eyelids’
drooping
skin,
they have stretched down

to the floor.
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ADAM FOUT

We Are
I
Get to this point in my day
Where my thoughts run like
Crisco
Where my eyes won’t focus, won’t focus, won’t
Focus
Focus on the screen
And I hesitate over
The last few words
And my boss
Black tie in his hands
Says
“Push through it.”
“Get the hours.”
“Put a stamp on it and call it a day.”
“If you can.”
I wonder if my
Ancestors
Got to this point in their day
Where their iron ran
Crimson
With the blood of
POETRY | ADAM FOUT
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Holy men
If their thoughts moved like
Melted tallow from the firstlings
And their eyes wouldn’t
Quite
Focus
Focus on the crushed skulls of the
Monks they’d raped
I wonder if
When the violence was done
And they hesitated over
The last
Begging thrall
If their jarl told them
With entrails in his hands
“Push through it.”
“Throw him into the sea.”
“Put a stamp on it and call it a day.”
“If you can.”
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MARIE MCKAY

Round
She’s made herself small to fit inside the soap white, pocket house.
Coiled up; long, unwieldy arms bent; clumsy, unsteady legs drawn in—
she rolls
across its bare floors,
and tucks tight into its empty corners.
Her antennal limbs blunted,
she is soothed numb.
She has to be careful
not to unfurl.
For her tight, balled-up fists,
on the end of her outstretched arms
would burst right through the seams of the soap white, pocket house:
showering splinters like shattered teeth, glass shards like silver tears across the ground,
making a pathway
of broken doors.

POETRY | MARIE MCKAY
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Sleepy Girl by Seigar.
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NIKHITA DODLA

I’d prefer if you’d knock before entering my head
I could.

Hands grip the steering wheel hard.
they start to cramp,
veins protruding,
woundable, slashable, gushing, blood-filled veins—

I could.

a dim flicker of light crosses the mirror,
Switch lanes.
eyes, darting, tired.
the car drifts in,
One yank and I can end it,
a blaze of wreckage, slaughter, screaming pain like you deserve—

I could.

Stop. Let the bystanders go.
my hands hurt.
I can make them hurt,
Snag their teeth on the bat, blood rush, bones crushed—

I could.

Turn.
POETRY | NIKHITA DODLA
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Find a parking space.
slam the brake a little harder,
Solitude slumps shoulders.
the door opens,
my back pocket buzzes.
21 notifications.
Sit back down, shift into drive, shatter the phone, it’s exhausting,
get away, get away, get awa—

I could.

A new notification.
where are you, how long do you need, hurry up,
Blurring into the faded lights,
I look up from the sidewalk.
The car’s coming.

I might.
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ALBERT ŠILVANS

adolescent spring
lonely light bulb echoes
through emaciated fridge
whistles down vacant stomach
makes a hollow thump

transparent body dreams
shadows cast on kitchen wall
heavy bones shake for
sour cream sriracha pasta

smoke creeps in my cracks
tar coats groaning gut
monk feeds soul with ash
cigarettes eat my money

POETRY | ALBERT ŠILVANS
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water-filled lungs
bulrush framed lunar portrait
caught through timid venus belt
icy glass, waning autumn
keeps cosy in swampy depth

mirror shows happy stranger
myself smiles and waves
faceless figures take me in
leave myself to fade away

sappy film divides horizon
warps but never breaks
join figures i desire
or does myself whisper nothings

bulrush framed lunar portrait
caught in raging venus belt
i'll let myself sink to silence
it's all the same in the end

Déraciné
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KAYLA BASHE

For my brother, the murderer
If you hear a carriage shot over my chiton-tangled legs.
If you hear I choked on pomegranates
and lie near death
Don’t come to the glittering water. Don’t linger by the spices in the marketplace to mix something
that may aid me; don’t come to this city with its blue turrets like jewels.
They know you taught me how to walk, to speak. That I came into the world and reached for you,
followed you even before I could run
to match your longer strides.
If they see you—
I am your one tie to the living world.
Don’t bring me aloe balm. Don’t bring pistachio and honey cake.
In two years I’ll be as old as you were
when she first sentenced you to hang.
I think the crowds would choke me, that my throat would bruise.
Don’t paint the world with those colors. They’d stretch out your lungs
to examine the concentration of chemicals.
There is no biological basis for willful, blind love.
I am yours always, I write to you.
I write: Stay away.

POETRY | KAYLA BASHE
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JAKUB BERALSKI

Waterfall
I
As if plummeting:
The freefall—No ground to step on;
just the heart-stopping nothingness
and a convolution of direction
The landing—All pain;
the hot sting of sudden impact
and the frigid reintroduction
to a familiar enmity
The plunge—Foreign substance;
blinding, suffocating,
pulling, chilling

Swing your arms and follow that light;
the surface is running—
wait too long and it’ll be gone
for good.

II
Laying washed up on the shore,
I gaze at that water’s ledge
of eternal height;

I’ve climbed it many times,
and many times over.
POETRY | JAKUB BERALSKI
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I know every slippery foothold
and every jagged hand-hold
and every hidden thorn bush
and sulking beast,
yet each attempt is nonetheless met
with a foreseeable fall.

III
I’ve glanced the horizon at that water’s ledge
and entire worlds had spread out before me.
Doors had swung open
and blinds had burned away
and it was all more expansive
than I could possibly believe
from here.
(The ardor I found there…
if I could just find it again…)
But for now,
again,
I am here:

The far-reaching branches overhead
guarantee that the sky
(and every star)

(…with every wish…)

stays hidden.
Now there are voices
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and doubts
and concerns
and consternations
echoing like willow whispers,
intruding where they don’t belong.

(…but where they’re at home…)

These shadows,
though ripped,
rusted,
and rotted,
envelop me more comfortably than anything—
(and maybe)
more comfortably than anything will.

Déraciné
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CASS FRANCIS

Touched
I have these wild nights
touched
the mirror of my deformity
a mind
of shattered glass
Waves
break in limestone
moonlight
The shivering
fishes
and wet sand as numerous
and unspeakable
as doubt
A canopy of constellations
climbs inside me
The bleeding
ink
a night sky flooding
senses
stabs and fingers and explosions
I can’t
explain
Pieces of plastic from my brain
fall
from my ears
and float
further out to sea

POETRY | CASS FRANCIS
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Lines of Her Own
The blind have ballads but the girl must speak frenzied with words like fire
a dragon’s tongue too hot to hold Let her tell you how your face breaks
into wrinkles—how she’s supposed to read your story in those coded lines
She’s supposed to form lines of her own in her pretty face—the men want
to see if she can smile She can but she doesn’t know how to keep it on her skin
like makeup A smile can’t be bought It can’t be bottled It can be won, found
in the lost backroads sung about in silly country tunes—barbwire and brambles
in every trainwail note The blind have ballads but the girl must speak colored
droplets that untangle in liquid—stained glass images stacked on top of one
another—shades of fading light arranged to overlap with her meaning
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SHIERRI YASUHISA

Beneath the Sidewalks
The weather changes with a boom in the sound and soul. All at once, a million droplets of water
spray across the ocean, onto the sand, then further up to the town and its folks. Everywhere the
world is hushed to silence. Only the rain with its thunderous footprints spurs on an awful break
that crosses the ocean blue.
The sky darkens with its arrival. I watch with frayed admiration as the rain begins to serenade
the dryness of the earth. Leaves sway to and fro, blowing with the echo of the storm in an instant
release and turn.
There I am, somewhere in the eye.
Floating midst the dead leaves in the gutter and staring up at the falling air, I know that the chalk
drawings I left on the sidewalk will one day float away with me. My left hand is clasping my last
muse, a purple fat thing you would find in a kindergarten classroom. Then the conflict plays
again in my mind: should I let go now or later?
If I do, I shall drift down the gutters into the splashes of darkness below where the concrete
streets become my heaven and my chalk drawings become my gods. If I do, I will drift a dead
thing with the rats by my side, praying that I may drown in the puddles.
These rats have always tried to keep everything in rain puddles.
It’s a flock, a manipulation into believing that as long as you keep your head submerged, you’ll
see something beautiful past the blur of the water. I don’t believe that you will ever see anything
until you let go and float away…
I still lie on the concrete, enjoying the final pitter-patter of droplets. It is almost done and I
haven’t decided whether to let go.
I open my eyes. They fill up with rain.
My chalk drawings have faded and the last of my blues and greens are spilling down the ditch.
Maybe I could catch them in time, before they disappear into the dark. If I could just reach out,
spread my fingers far, I will catch the last of the pigments before they disappear completely…
POETRY | SHIERRI YASUHISA
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Down the drain of the streets.
Into the subterranean realm unknown.
Somewhere less, where I should have traveled.
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TOM REED

Syncope
when light becomes liquid
vibratory vision, as in flying.
spinning without motion;
if only i could turn my eyes enough
without moving my head.
won’t open them.
if i did it would all
stop.

I

drive slowly down the main road, frustrated at the traffic. I live in a city of lives thrown
together. Angry, I look at the radio to find something that may calm me down. Words blur and
the lines become the towers of the city, of which there are actually none. Everything’s low.
Goddamned low. I look up, and brake hard, nearly hitting the goddamned hipster vehicle in front
of me. My vision blurs again, and I pull over roughly onto the curb, sweating. I still hold the
steering wheel tightly, my hands hurt, my hands hurt. I watch from the car as an old man in dirty
clothes slowly makes his way down the dirty sidewalk. He turns his head from side to side,
slowly, annoyingly. Why? It irritates me further. He hasn’t a cane, but walks as though he uses
one. He is of this city.
“He is of this city.” As I say this out loud to myself he stops and looks up, directly at me. He
casts a disgusted—a disgusting—look my way, then turns and walks back the way he came. What
is the purpose of this? I shut the car off and get out, slamming the door behind me. “Hey!” I shout
at the vagrant, ignoring the cars roaring in slow motion between us. “Hey!” The old man
continues to walk away.
I start to cross the street, and nearly get hit by a goddamned taxi, its color the brownish
yellow of dehydration. Miserable thing. I smash my palms on its hood several times and then
gesture furiously at the driver, waving my arms. The Hell of this. I finish crossing the street. The
old man is nowhere in sight. I spit black onto the steaming pavement. I walk briskly in the
direction he was headed, kicking litter into the street, fists clenching. My rage is this city’s. It is
for this city. Mine. I see the old man’s shadow turn the corner into an alley. I rush, pulling my gun
from its holster as I come to the intersection.
And then, vibrations slowly ripple through my vision, like looking down at gentle waves in
the water. Steady, steadily. Rhythmic tides of distorted vision, blurring the sky, the buildings, my
gun. The city is a twisting coral colony, litter the fish. I hold my gun closer and try to focus, and it

FICTION | TOM REED
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feels as though the world moves to it, the arms waving as there is stillness or legs wobbling and
turning, channeling still clouds that are chasing the pavement.
when light becomes liquid
we blink and create tides, tsunamis
shimmering visions, we waver
we fade
the dying sun washes up on our shore
spawning near-blind children
they see only shadows and silhouettes
their darkness is a desert
There is a large black screen to keep out the insects, windy green and light blue out of
focus behind. Concentrate on the screen itself, the diagonal lines, intersecting, parallels, crosses.
Metal wire mesh barring the way to…to what? The mystery foliage falls away, and wires turn
solid, and then turn to a bland grey. Closed. Grey walls ripple to a sterile white.
I find myself laying dizzily upon a mattress, a slowly rotating pattern of ceiling tile above
me. At least I’m not strapped down this time.
A faucet running? From where? Sound seems to be coming from all directions. A splashing.
Dripping. If I could get myself up from this bed, I could see. The mattress is getting wet, it seems.
This bed is becoming an island in a strange sea. The waterline rises above the sheets. It’s cold. My
gun slowly floats by, over my chest. Spheres of air spill slowly from my mouth as I wonder. As my
sight darkens, I realize how much the water that surrounds me is like the sky. The sun is many
jellyfish, scyphozoan orbits. Light turns to liquid, then a blissful night.
the sirens go silent
on searing and broken rocks, sharp
they search the surface of the ocean
as golden sand bursts into the sky
it crashes upon the subbasement of the atmosphere
scattering like crackling ants
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and turning to the endless stars
when liquid becomes light
Blood has spattered in spiraled patterns on the sidewalk where I lie. Someone’s standing
over me, a shadow. They are a dark silhouette framed by a darker night. I squint, and see that it’s
the goddamned old man. My head hurts. I sigh, choke on blood. He grins crookedly, missing more
teeth than he has. He licks a finger and places it gently on my forehead. I turn to sand. We’ve
failed, but we’re no longer angry. We are cast off into the wind.
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KATIE WELCH

Proof Journal

D

ulcie started keeping the journal when the crows tipped her off. Strutting and staring, the
pervasive black birds had become overly familiar. They sidled too close, jabbing with thick
beaks. Crows stole sandwiches from clutched hands, and screamed hysterically if you
passed underneath their nest-trees. Surely other people had noticed that crows weren’t behaving
like birds anymore. But when Dulcie pointed it out, her colleagues, family, and total strangers
ducked away from her, embarrassed, and she was left feeling the way she had during elementary
school, weird and stupid.
Dulcie was on the spectrum; who wouldn’t want to be? The word spectrum always
reminded her of rainbows, thick bands of bright, true colour. A drab, black-white-and-grey world
lurked outside her technicolour mind; not an enticing alternative, even if it were easier. Dulcie
pitied her parents. Her mother silent-screamed from inside the iridescent film of a paranoid,
agoraphobic bubble, and her father sloshed in his cups. These were potentially inheritable
defects, but Dulcie intuited she was okay. Certain traits, like red hair and crazy, skipped a
generation. Any children Dulcie birthed might be screwed up, but she could worry about that if
and when. Creating a new life was a receding possibility for her, like a planet retreating from the
Big Bang into a corner of the universe.
Dulcie used to knock on the wood panel at the back of her closet. She sensed a world
beyond this one, pulsing and spinning beyond a thin membrane, and it was common knowledge
that closets were gateways to alternate universes. Timing was important in multidimensional
travel. She always tried to gain access right after breakfast, because if a foreign world opened up
she wanted to feel fresh, and hunger would be an impediment. But nothing ever happened, just
the hollow thump of her fist muffled by a row of blouses, sweaters, and blazers. Now that she was
grown up, Dulcie thought it childish to imagine a utopian portal in her closet, and she resisted the
temptation to thrust her arm through her clothes and rap on the cool, obdurate panel.
On the morning of the explosion Dulcie shook her mother’s flaccid arm, the skin pink and
mottled where she touched it.
"There’s a crow on the back deck. It won’t leave me alone," Dulcie said.
Her mother’s mouth slopped open, sagging on one side. Nothing could wake her when she
was passed out on pills, not even the stab of a straight pin, though Dulcie was tempted to try.
Swollen, veiny feet were stuffed into a pair of ratty slippers poking out from under a soiled
nightgown. Those slippers were new once. Dulcie could see them, fluffy and blue, superimposed
on the garbage they had become. She stepped on her mother's left foot and balanced all her
weight on it, feeling tendons squish and pop.
In the street Dulcie slapped along in red leather maryjanes, her gait a rhythmic imperative,
a basic four-four beat. Landing on a crack was inconsequential. Cracks meant nothing; consistent
tempo was all. Because of her short legs she couldn't cover much ground per step, so she
compensated with speed. Aspects of the day which augured well included a fuzzy caterpillar on
the sidewalk, a mown-grass chlorophyll smell in the air, and the chirping and trilling of birds that
weren’t crows. She mouthed these positive portents, keeping count of them on stiff fingers
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splayed at hip height. In the King Street viaduct, the ka-thack, ka-thack of her shoes echoed in a
satisfying way. Spare change jingled in her backpack's flap pocket. Her duct-tape wallet was
crammed in there too, and hair ties, in case her chestnut frizz, levitating like a halo, exasperated
over the course of the day. The main pouch of the pack held an apple, a pair of gloves, two slices of
homemade banana bread, a water bottle, the book she was reading, and her proof journal. In the
proof journal, a cloth-bound notebook, she recorded evidence of a fundamental shift on the
planet, maybe even the universe.
Dulcie’s job at the library had seven separate components, not including breaks: shelving,
cataloguing, checking materials out, checking materials in, entering acquisitions, deleting lost and
obsolete items, and reading at Story Time three afternoons a week. In her head, Dulcie kept a
colour-coded bar graph plotting how much time per day she devoted to each task. On Tuesdays
and Thursdays there was no Story Time, but her mental graph contained a Story Time bar,
because on those days she spent a quarter hour choosing the next day’s story and reading it aloud
in the staff room to master subtleties of intonation and character.
“No one else practices their stories, have you noticed?”
Nadia picked her nose as she spoke. She had dimples on her elbows, a hairy mole below
her left earlobe, three cats, and identical stretchy-fabric shirts in seven colours. Dulcie had
suggested Nadia consistently wear the orange shirt Mondays, the blue Tuesdays, and so on, but
Nadia had rolled her eyes. Nadia bought chocolate bars from the corner store on her lunch break.
You must be freezing, Nadia would say, with slow, bovine appraisal of Dulcie’s bare knees and thin
arms.
“A crow stared at me today,” Dulcie told Christine, her boss.
“Start by shelving the returns, then re-alphabetize the pulp fiction section,” said Christine.
“I was eating breakfast,” Dulcie said. “It landed on the porch railing outside the window
and stared right at me. Well, with one eye, the way they do. I got up and poured some orange
juice, and it watched me the whole time. I tapped the window to scare it away, but it stayed right
where it was.”
“Dean has a dentist appointment, so he’ll be late today,” said Christine.
“Did you hear me? A crow watched me this morning, as if it were intelligent,” said Dulcie.
Christine went into her office and settled behind her computer.
Christine created the schedule. It was tacit Dulcie’s shifts should remain predictable and
repetitive. In another dimension Christine would be a horse, long of leg and face, knobbly of
joints, hirsute, and placid in a powerful way. She was the first of the librarians to make the bold
switch from thin gold wire to black plastic-framed glasses. Dulcie alone among the staff didn’t
require corrective lenses, leaving her out of eyewear conversations she found tedious.
At four in the afternoon her shift was over. She gulped the rest of her water, seagulled the
last half-slice of banana bread, and struck out, proof journal in hand and a fine-point black ink
pen in her pocket.
The chief sign of a shift in the planetary paradigm was the freakishly attentive crows.
Dulcie wrote down all crow incidents, like the time four crows had landed simultaneously on all
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the stop signs at a four-way intersection. And the time a ragged crow, its feathers mussed as if
assaulted, had hopped on one foot along the sidewalk. Every day outside the library, the same
crow shat on an ugly sculpture of a pompous-looking mayor from the 1950's. Once, two crows
had perched on the roof of her father’s brown sedan while he tried to find his keys. He’d been
about to drive to the liquor store after drinking all day. The pair of crows was an omen of death,
Dulcie had guessed, her father’s and a random victim’s, but he’d come back in half an hour with
two bottles clinking in a thick white plastic bag.
Outside the library, Dulcie found an urban October street clogged with parked and moving
vehicles and lined with columns of people rushing here and there. The season was discernible
only by the angle of the sun and the crispness of the air. It was a concrete landscape without piles
of crunchy, coloured leaves or dried floral seed heads to indicate the close of the growing season.
Hats proliferated, baseball or flat woollen slouch caps on the men, light berets or toques on the
women. Dulcie was bareheaded because hats were impractical and unflattering on her. She wore
black ribbed tights, a short red knit dress, and a leather car coat. The pedestrians were mostly
adults, eager young executives, harried middle-aged professionals, and elderly couples, but the
odd school-aged child darted between grown-up bodies. The usual percentage of individuals
fiddled with phones and iPads or wore headphones. A quarter of any given crowd was disengaged
from real life and plugged into technology, but no judgment from Dulcie! Her own Angry Birds
phase, God knew, had made her mother crazier, and driven her father to drink harder. She
remembered her father slapping her head to get her attention, and her mother trying to wrench
the phone from her hands. Nothing could distract her from volleys of tiny, irate blue birds on a
little screen, those pig-frogs bursting on impact.
The people without diversions stared at the pavement or into a vacant middle distance,
consumed by individual spinning universes, contemplating inner galaxies. In old movies people
nodded pleasantly when they passed on the sidewalk. People today, Dulcie observed, were what
autistic was supposed to be: overwhelmed by a barrage of sensory input, their attention hijacked,
their brains busy categorizing and separating and dealing with focuses not pulled or split but
smashed to smithereens. Dulcie searched for human connection on the busy street, hand-holding
or conversation, tendernesses in which she didn't indulge but nevertheless found comforting to
witness.
KA-BLAM! What was that — a car crash? Trajectories didn’t swerve, heads didn’t rotate,
eyes didn’t flick in the direction of a sound that meant tragedy, impact and destruction, broken
glass, crumbling stone, the shattering of that which should have remained whole. Her walkrhythm interrupted, Dulcie surveyed the street. The humans were oblivious, but the crows had
noticed the blast! They took heed, and took wing. Black birds flapped out of garbage cans and
trees, soared up from under park benches and off store awnings. They banked in mid-flight,
aiming their beaks toward a billowing pillar of smoke, the location of the explosion. Their cawing
and squawking was loud, louder than the traffic and ambient city noises, and it frightened Dulcie.
She was alone in her observations. A sea of heedless bodies flowed around her. Where were they
going? Why was she the only one who noticed?
Dulcie swept herself around and followed the dark flock, heart thumping, fingers
fluttering, soles of her shoes slapping a presto tempo. A gust of wind blew a plastic bag and it
hovered like a ghost, puffed out, and flew right in her face. She was breathless, suffocated. The
plastic bag wasn’t a coincidence. There was something she wasn’t supposed to see. The
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mysterious new forces governing physics and the natural world were intervening to keep her
blind and mute. She snatched the bag, balled it in a fist, and kept running. Careening around a
corner, she threw an arm up to cover her eyes, blocking the strobe lights of an ambulance, police
cars, and a fire engine. Input, input, input, Dulcie’s brain magnified it, and the blinking red-andblue emergency lights were a fusillade of brilliance. A row of riot police marched in the street, toy
soldiers in black uniforms, their faces obscured by mirrored visors. A human fence, blocking
ground zero. She glimpsed rubble, dust, ubiquitous yellow plastic CAUTION tape, and made out
the jagged ramparts of compromised walls. Smooth edges and clean lines had crumpled, and
bristled with crooked lengths of rebar. Was she a lonely audience, or was she moving too fast to
perceive others? There was a velocity she sometimes achieved unintentionally, a speed that
blotted out the existence of slow things.
Dust swirled from the broken place. Crows were pinned to every perch, lampposts, street
signs, mailboxes, garbage bins. One flew into the vortex of the explosion, then another and
another, now clockwise, now counter clockwise. It was an apocalypse choreography, a disaster
ballet.
“What happened?” Dulcie asked a mirrored face visor.
The visor didn’t answer; it couldn’t. It didn’t have a mouth. She whirled around, desperate
to enlist another witness, but there were only sluggish lumps of cloth mumpishly avoiding the
fracas, hiding their identities with hoods and masks. The evidence in Dulcie’s proof journal
pointed to a moment exactly like this. A nefarious force was dulling human reaction, grinding
sharp perception into complacency and ignorance. The crows were the key. They were in on it,
whatever it was. The crows knew. Dulcie knew too, or she suspected. Input of information had
reached rates and frequencies too frantic and intense for standard human minds to perceive, but
Dulcie's brain could process the signs, so she had a moral duty to watch, and record what she saw.
Crows kept flying into swirling white wreckage. Dulcie wanted to follow them. She tried to
duck under the arms of two faceless visors. They caught her arms and lifted her. She writhed,
kicked, and struggled, at the same time craning her neck for a better view of the bombed-out
building. Her red backpack flopped open. Change bounced out of the front pocket and ping, ping,
ping! hit the ground. She fought her captors, straining to see what denominations were lost,
because she always had to know exactly how much money was in that pocket. Hands cinched
around her ankles and held her arms to her sides. The sky spun, and Dulcie closed her eyes to
make it stop.


After work on a Wednesday, Christine and Nadia went to visit Dulcie. Christine brought a cactus
in a pink pot with white polka-dots. Nadia brought puffed rice and marshmallow squares, and
wore the dark blue stretchy shirt, the one Dulcie liked best. Neither of them had been to Dulcie’s
house, but her address was on file in the employee records. It turned out to be one of the boxy,
aluminum-sided places on scraggly lots near the industrial park, a half hour walk from the library.
A rush of guilt made Christine hot and uncomfortable. Dulcie always walked to work. No one had
ever thought to ask how far. The curtains were thick, lined, and closed. Three crumbling cement
steps led to a plain door, once white, now muddy and scuffed along its base. Brown fingerprints
surrounded the handle. A plastic doorbell dangled from two thin wires. Christine thought
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pressing it would risk electrocution. Nadia dropped a puffy hand three times on the door, but no
one came. Christine rapped harder, using her knuckles. In her peripheral vision, the living room
curtain shifted slightly. Nadia yawned, rotating toward the car.
“Someone’s there,” Christine said, and rapped again. “Hello, hello!”
The door opened a crack. Fraction of an old man’s face, unshaven and droopy. Smell of
stale air and cheap cuisine, boiled cabbage, unspecific roasted meat.
“We work at the library with Dulcie. Can we visit her?” Christine held up the pink pot.
“I brought squares,” said Nadia.
“Tell them it’s not a good time,” said a woman’s voice from right behind the door. “Tell
them to come back another day.”
Christine was irritated. Her lip twitched. “We won’t stay long,” she said, “just give her these
things and say hello. Everybody misses her at work.”
Nadia coughed quietly.
“It’s not a good time,” the man mumbled. His breath smelled of alcohol, and Christine’s
guilt trebled, along with her determination to see Dulcie.
“Really, only a minute or two,” Christine insisted.
Glancing apologetically over his shoulder, the man eased the door inward. The woman
who had spoken scuttled in retreat, plump body, faded nylon muumuu, spiky short hair, swollen
feet in cheap, dirty slippers. Over the man’s head Christine glimpsed a cluttered kitchen. He
steered them to a stagnant, serviceable living room. Two blue corduroy armchairs and a matching
sofa with worn cushions, prominently displayed antique television, coffee table littered with
magazines open to half-finished crossword puzzles, cloudy glassware on every flat surface.
“Wait here,” the man said.
He went through a flimsy folding door into a dark hallway.
Christine and Nadia stood, holding their gifts. A clunk, anxious whispers, thump of
hurrying feet, and Dulcie appeared. She was pale. Her shirt and skirt were crumpled as if she had
been lying down in them. She had lost weight. Her cheekbones jutted out below the blue halfmoon bags under her eyes. She shifted from foot to foot, her gaze empty and neutral.
“I was right about the crows,” Dulcie said.
Nadia thrust the box of squares forward. “Here, you like these.”
Dulcie accepted the box. Christine placed the cactus on the coffee table.
“The crows. You said they were watching you,” Christine said.
“Not me specifically. You, me, her,” Dulcie snapped, with a contemptuous sideways jerk of
her head at Nadia. “They’re watching everyone. Another dimension is controlling us, and things
are changing. There are openings. I saw a hole blown between worlds. They distracted everyone
while they did it, but the crows saw, and flew right into it."
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Christine felt profoundly sad. Dulcie managed her difference so well. Her devotion to detail
and borderline obsessive nature made her a dependable and energetic employee. Christine had
assumed there was a strong support network enabling Dulcie’s functional membership in society,
but clearly the young woman’s competence was a miracle of determination. If this squalor was
Christine’s reality, she would fantasize about new worlds and alternate universes, too.
Somewhere in the bowels of the house a television program’s canned laughter rang out, false and
hollow. From the kitchen came the sound of ice cubes clinking into a glass. Nadia sneezed and
wiped her nose with the back of her hand.
“When you’re feeling better, you can come back to work,” said Christine.
Immediately she felt wretched for giving Dulcie hope. The same legal machinations
required to exonerate Dulcie from the charges against her—public mischief and aggravated
assault—would make her unemployable. Christine had spoken to Dulcie’s lawyer and agreed to
testify as a character witness and help establish Dulcie’s innocence, but it would mean playing up
her disability. The whole story stank, and the media knew it. A twenty-five-year-old autistic
librarian had no motive to bomb an embassy. She was a scapegoat, a naïf, a patsy.
Dulcie spoke, her voice like a lamb’s bleating. “I’m fine. I can come back now. It’s all a
cover-up, but it’s not what you think. There are places where pressure has built up in another
world, and it erupts into this one. Christine, please believe me. Watch the crows, they’ll show you.
Read my journal, and you’ll understand.”
Dulcie produced a cloth notebook and pressed it into Christine’s hands. Nadia had sidled
over to the front door and she slouched there, clearing her throat. Christine tried to meet Dulcie’s
eyes, but the young woman’s head jerked and darted like a bird’s.
“Take care, Dulcie. I’ll watch the crows, I promise.”


In the evening, watering her house plants, Christine remembered Dulcie’s helpless stance, arms
akimbo, mouth silently forming unspoken words. She read the proof journal, and slept poorly.
The next day crows harangued and threatened her, their glossy black eyes like unfired
bullets.
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The Actor Acting by Seigar.
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STELLA TURNER

Salvador’s Lobster Telephone

T

he art of communication is overrated. Anyone can talk, it’s the listening that’s important.
Ears, I need a pair; not the big floppy elephant-shaped ones that everyone wants to have
tied back. Have you ever seen the majestic African elephant with its ears stapled or the
Indian species waiting to have theirs trimmed? I’m worried about the claws, not its ears.
The phone rings. It sounds like a waterfall, drip, drip, drip. Not the ringtone of a mobile. I
wonder who is ringing. I answer. I feel the dampness of the water on my uniform as the message
is relayed. Staccato like Morse code. It is she. She wants me home. I am home. It is she who is not
here. She talks. I do not listen. The lobster moves in my hand, its tail moving towards my mouth
as I try to talk. No words leave my brain so I do not speak.
I tell her that I can’t speak. If I did say they would destroy all my words with a single pinch
to my throat. She pauses. Have I told her anything? She tells me she’ll meet me in Paris. I’m going
to Berlin. Do lobsters have ears?
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BRIAN BURMEISTER

Behind the Walls, Where You Can't See

T

here is a collective hope that the child will behave himself while she orders lunch. He is
two, curious and fast, and loud. She grasps his hand—with him tugging hard against it,
trying to pull away.
Danny, skinny and scruffy, stands just a few feet to the side, waiting for his order.
“Can I get a name?” asks the teenager at the register.
“Kim,” the woman replies, tightening her grip on the child.

Danny notices the back of her t-shirt: “RIVERSIDE STATE QUALIFIERS”—the letters fading
and chipping with age. Beneath those words, a list of events and competitors.
“Danny,” calls the manager from behind the counter, holding out a tray full of tacos.
Danny steps forward, claims his food, says, “Thank you.”


It takes Danny 13 seconds and one website to receive confirmation, find the first picture. Kim
Jackson qualified for the state track meet seven years earlier. Took third in the distance medley.
There are pictures of her running, her smiling with teammates, hugging her coach. Danny goes
back to the search results. He sets out to find every finish time of every race she ever ran. He
searches Facebook, Instagram, Twitter. Comes up short. Goes back to Google. Scrolls further.
Finds a wedding announcement from some small-town newspaper he’s never heard of. She’s Kim
Orden now.
Her Facebook is set to private, but not her Instagram. She posts lots of photos of the child.
Her with the child. Her with the husband. Yes, LOAD MORE. There are images from her wedding.
Graduation. Hanging with college friends, sorority sisters. Most of the photos have several
hundred likes. There are pictures of her in brick alleys. In forests. At tailgates. At ballgames and
concerts and carnivals. Drinking coffee. Hiking. Picking up trash in a park. Marching at the state
capitol. Joining an honor society. Eating meal after meal after meal. On vacation. At prom. At the
beach.
With one clumsy hand, he unbuttons his pants. Sets fast to work. Raises his other hand to
his mouth. The fleshy part between thumb and forefinger mashes with his lips. He pretends the
sweat is hers.
Every night, he moves through this routine. The same photos and actions and sweat.
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One Saturday afternoon, Danny sits at the kitchen table as his mother prepares lunch. The
doorbell rings.
“Hey, dipshit,” his father says, not even looking up from the newspaper. “Gonna get that?”
Danny shuffles through the kitchen, across the living room, to the front door. Once open,
he is greeted by a red-faced, ball-capped man in tan slacks and a matching short-sleeved dress
shirt. His name, GARY, is sewn in bright red just above the chest pocket. Gary holds a clipboard in
his hand.
“Howdy,” he says. “I’m with Miller Landscaping and Lawn Care. I was in the neighborhood
doing some work for the Johnsons just a couple of doors down, and as I was driving away I
happened to notice you’ve got quite a bit of crabgrass and ground ivy throughout the yard.”
“We’re actually just about to have lunch.”
“Not a problem, not a problem. I understand you’re busy. But I before I go, I just wanted to
let you know that since I’m already out here in your neighborhood, I’m authorized to perform our
service for half-off. One spray of our product should successfully—”
“We’re just not interested.” And as Danny shuts the door a Thank you for your time trails
behind him.


After lunch that afternoon, Danny drives to the Salvation Army. He walks up and down the men’s
clothing aisles. Slowly, slowly. He thumbs his way through nearly all their offerings. After 30
minutes, he decides they don't have whatever he's looking for.
Danny heads across town to Goodwill. Again, he works up and down the men’s section.
Again, he thumbs through nearly every individual item in their stock. Again, he leaves
disappointed.
It’s a forty-five minute drive to Rockford, but he knows there’s a bigger, better Salvation
Army there. He looks to the car clock, knows he has time.
Bingo. Tucked away between polos and dress shirts he finds a navy blue short-sleeve
button-up. A white, egg-shaped badge stitched right where the heart would be. Its text, smallish,
in order to fit: CLINTON PEST AND TERMITE. And beneath that, stitched directly into the shirt, in
an even smaller script: Mitch.
He walks back to the row of pants. Holds the shirt up against them as he fans it across the
row. A few strike him as a perfect match. One is in his size.
He tries nothing on. Drives straight home.
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There are no hits for her name on the county assessor website. So he tries the husband. Wa-lah.
He bought a house five years ago, before the wedding.
At the top of the page, next to a photo of the property, is a small map with house numbers
and red lines showing each plot in the neighborhood. Written just above: “Click on parcel to get a
new listing.” Danny takes his time. He electronically combs through several of the properties in
the area. Takes notes.
Danny drives by a little ranch-style house in an old but very quiet part of town. Three
times each weekday. Morning. Lunch. Evening. He adjusts his trips by a few minutes each day.
After two weeks, he knows when the slate gray pickup truck will not be in the driveway.
On the weekends, he drinks beer with Will, a high school buddy who works as an
exterminator.


Thursday morning, Danny dresses himself in the pressed navy pants and matching shirt. Tucks it
in. Wears a belt for the first time in months. Grabs a clipboard and pen. And a backpack. Says to
himself in the bathroom mirror, “Every day is your lucky day.”
At 9:12 a.m. Danny drives past the home. No truck. No truck no truck no truck. He drives
another three blocks, parks.
He walks to her door. Hears the child screaming before ringing the doorbell.
It takes a moment, but she opens the door. She opens the door.
Danny immediately extends his practiced handshake. “Hi, I’m Mitch with Clinton Pest and
Termite. I was in the area this morning. I’m actually coming from Tyler and Kathy’s just down the
block. And I’ve got a 10 o’clock with the Peterson’s next door, and nothing scheduled in between.
It seems like the whole neighborhood is really dealing with some bad termite problems.”
From somewhere behind her, out of sight, the child calls for her.
“We haven’t noticed anything like that,” Kim says.
“It’s almost always behind the walls. Damage to the wood or drywall. Most times, it’s
where you can’t see,” he says. “Companies like mine have tools”—he tugs on one of the straps of
the backpack—“which allow us to test various areas of the home without having to cut through
the walls or ceilings. The real problem with houses—and I mean any home—is that there are a
lot of access points for the bugs to get in. Too many. So, you get a situation like yours, lots of
termites in the area, and they’re bound to get in eventually. Windows. Vents. And as impossible
as it can be to imagine, these little tiny things can tunnel right through a foundation.” He waves a
pointed hand like a wand across the base of their house. “Since I’m already out in your area this
morning, I can offer you a pretty impressive deal. Half-off any of our services.” As he talks,
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the child continues shouting, saying things he can’t quite make out.
“Look,” she says, cringing as the child shrieks, then forcing the flash of a courteous smile.
“I don’t know, I don’t want to commit to a purchase like that without discussing it with my
husband first.”
“I absolutely understand. Completely. Tell you what, I’m willing to offer a free inspection.
I’ve got nothing but time on my hands until my appointment at 10 with the Petersons. Should
only take five minutes. If I don’t find anything, you’re not out anything. And you get the peace of
mind of knowing the walls of your house are free of pests. If I do find something, you can talk it
over. Then, if you decide it’s worth protecting the investment of your home, I can come back next
week, when I’ve got another appointment in the area, and take care of it then for the same
discounted rate I offered to do it for today.”
She exhales a deep breath, scratches her cheek. As she does so, the child calls for her
again. “Totally free?” she asks.
“100 percent free. And should I find anything, you can talk it over. Completely your call. A
no won’t offend me.”
For a brief moment she looks out, past the young man, beyond the driveway and street
and to the other houses in the neighborhood. The sun, circling higher and higher in the sky,
reflects brightly in their windows. “Okay,” she says, stepping back into the house, holding the
door wide before her.
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RAHUL SHIRKE

The Little Man

I

don’t know if the little man has noticed me. If he has, he has certainly never let on.

His little clay feet take him from the chalky bathroom to the warmly-painted living room. He
sits on a sofa made out of carved wood. It doesn’t look comfortable at all, but he never
complains.
He raises a television remote that is a smidge of black clay. In the background, I flip a light
switch. His television comes on: a rice light flashing pastel colours behind a translucent paper
screen. The light fills the room and flickers in random order through red, green and blue.
The little man stares at the light for hours. I watch him stare at the light for hours. When
he raises the remote again, I turn the light switch off.
His little clay feet now take him plodding into the bedroom. The blue origami bird in the
cage never moves, but the little man touches the cage every night anyway. He glances at the wall
clock, which is actually the face of an old watch, still ticking by some miracle.
When he’s settled in bed, he pulls a thin piece of fabric over himself, and then there’s some
ruffling under the covers for a few minutes. Once he’s done, he turns over and goes to sleep. I
switch off the bedroom light and leave him in the dim glow of a white rice light masked by a
paper moon.
Good night.
In the morning, I put on my uniform and go to school. After school, I put on a different
uniform and work at the store. At night, I’m back home—back to the cluttered desk where the
little man lives. I place my salad bowl and a glass of cranberry juice on the desk.
A small spider crawls and winds its way around drills, clay, paper cut up in so many
shapes, paint, paint brushes, a palette, chisels, diagrams kissed by coffee stains, house plans,
seven coloured pencils, more paint, squeezed tubes now empty, wiring and rice lights, a dull
razor blade, toothpicks, a ball of yarn, knitting needles, papier-mâché, lipsticks, cut-up leaves,
blocks of wood, pen knives, shiny wrappers, broken egg shells, crayons, more clay, a compass and
protractor, two unused condoms, glue, scotch tape, cut-up fabric, a box cutter, cardboard, a pair
of scissors and coloured paper.
I lift the coloured paper the spider is skittering on. Then I crush it. I let it fall to the ground.
I stamp on it. Then I pick it up with tweezers and throw it in the waste basket.
The little man stands behind a cellophane window and looks at the painted backdrop of a
city with grey silhouettes for buildings. He wonders why the TV only works in the evenings. He
wonders if there’s more to life. He wonders if there’s anyone out there—someone just like him,
maybe. He wonders what he’d talk about if he ever met someone just like him.
Maybe, he thinks, he could talk about which colours appeared on TV last night. Or how he
went to sleep two minutes earlier that night. He wonders if he could talk about how he wonders
about talking.
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Today’s a little different. The little man goes to his bedroom, passes the unmoving blue
bird in the cage, and sits on the tiny wooden chair. He places his hands on a clay keyboard and in
the background, I flip a light switch on, so that his computer screen douses him in a dull green
light. He stares at the screen for a couple of hours.
He wonders if there are any other little clay people imbued with life. He wonders if he
could reach out to them.
I could talk to him, but I don’t. I could never bring myself to talk to him. It just wouldn’t be
right. So instead, I keep on cutting, gluing, folding, snipping, building, watching.
I press my fingers into the clay and shape another little being, choosing pasty brown clay
for its skin and two black beads for its eyes. I clothe it in a red dress with white polka dots.
Blonde fibres coated in glitter dig into the scalp. I place it at the little man’s doorstep and flip a
switch that rings the doorbell.
The man appears and disappears in cellophane windows as he makes his way towards the
door. He opens the door and stares at the clay being for several seconds without movement or
reaction.
Then, he barges out, pushing the clay being aside, causing it to topple and deform.
He looks straight up at me, and screams. His lower jaw falls off, now just a lump of clay.
His arms come off. His legs fail to support him. His head dislodges and rolls, rolls right off the
table and into the shadow. He stops screaming.
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The Sylvan

I

nside the hollow of the tree, the bark grows around my bare skin, scratching it lightly, but
covering it completely. The leaves wrap around the bark, around me; they wrap me in green
gossamer, a lush cover with which to make me forget that I ever had skin, that dirty, ugly
mummy’s bandage I was born in.
A flock of crows circles the tree. Their incessant cawing grows louder and louder.
Squirrels abandon their homes and skitter away, over moss-encrusted logs. Beetles, ants, and
spiders crawl into cracks. They become a part of me. Cicadas scream in the leaves above and
wasps buzz through the holes in the trunk, making their homes within my new self.
Ejected outside, I can barely walk. A few short steps and I fall to the ground. Cracks, snaps,
swishes, and the crumpling of fallen leaves under me. The bitter taste of dirt and the texture of
rough wood. I struggle to move my muscles. They will have to harden if I am to live.
I trudge with my eyes turned skywards, looking at the mottled canopies that hide the sun
from me. The sun is an uncaring friend. It never calls on anyone. You have to fight and reach up to
see it, to meet it, to take the energy it offers, to hold that energy close and to grow from it. But I
am small. I rustle, and my leaves whisper to the earth as I drag my dress of twigs and roots.
Another old hollow in another old tree beckons me. It hides away from the other trees but
sits in their shade. I can barely fit, but I step inside nonetheless.
Another layer of bark stretches itself across me and strengthens me. Another layer of leaf
wraps itself around me and decorates me. Sap seeps through the cracks and anoints me. Twigs
and branches creep and swirl around my limbs, around my abdomen. They form a cage around
my head and they lend me a crown of flowers and bramble.
The bells sound in the distance, ringing over the crows’ shrieks and through the thinning
woods. I’ve heard the bells all my life. When they last sounded I tripped and fell on the mossy
stones by the stream and the stream giggled at me. How mean.
The stones no longer trip me. The bells cease ringing and the only sounds the crows make
is the flapping of their wings as they fly away from me. The woods stretch out behind me now,
guarding a darkness they shared with me and only me. Just some girl from the village.
The thudding and rustling attracts the children, who stand transfixed. They stare at the
two branches sprouting from my head, until they’re carried away by the adults.
The women shriek when they see me coming. They drop their baskets full of berries, their
pails full of well water, and they run. The earth depresses under my steps. My shadow stretches
farther than any man’s.
“He’s coming for us!”
Demon wrapped in bark and leaf, some avenger from the age of pagan forefathers, a
Baphomet of witches’ rituals.
I spread my arms for them.
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The men come with their torches and their eyes quiver with fear. They charge like hussars
at me.
The flames are beautiful from afar, but whatever they engulf, they make ugly. They rip and
claw. They consume the shreds that remain.
The grass around me burns in chorus. My roots turn to ash. Pitchforks puncture my bark.
Where did my skin go? Oh. There it is.
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Another World XVII by Seigar.
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PHANTASMAGOTHICA

Black Satin, Black Lace

“I

don’t want to be your ghost,” I told her.

Whenever I saw less of Lydia, I felt like I wasn’t alive. I only existed around her. As if I had
skin only for her touch, and a voice only meant for her ears. I heard her drowsy, tired
thoughts when she was drifting into unconsciousness, a barely warm body against my side.
The first time we met was when she discovered me under the bridge. It was where she
escaped to when the voices in her head were too loud. There was a strip of shore before the land
dropped into a river, quite contaminated with city filth. She brought out a pack of twenty and we
smoked until the box was empty.
“Lydia,” she said. I only nodded.
I sought her out every time she tried to run away from her home and her mind. We’d sit at
a park bench and she’d paraphrase Plath and Maynard, and we’d eat at cheap cafés while I
attempted to draw her into the pages of my journal. She took me home once and seduced me in
black lace. It was awkward and funny and we laughed under the satin sheets.
Sometimes, I could see through my hands. She couldn’t.
She didn’t understand why I was so afraid of not existing. But I think that fear changed
her. She bought blades the other day. She spent more time in her bathroom, wore fuller clothes,
and had taken on an air of more nonchalance and resignation than she ever possessed before. I
never meant to hurt her, but I started getting really angry.
From quiet pleas to aggressive seizing, Lydia didn’t respond to any of my attempts to stop
her. White lies slipped from her lips like foggy breath in winter. Her arms were scarred and she
kept the lights off when she took off her clothes. We fought more. She’d call me a ghost and I’d
threaten to kill her, but she’d shrug and say it’s what she wanted. That would only make me
angrier.
One night in her bed, intoxicated and delirious, she held my hand in hers and traced my
fingers with her own. Then she opened her palms to me and asked, “Am I disappearing yet?”
I grabbed her wrists and jerked her towards me. “I love you, Lydia, but you need to shut
up or I’ll hit you.”
She chortled and rolled her eyes. “What would you know about love? You don’t even exist
to yourself.”
She tried to release herself, and the healing cuts on her wrists rubbed against my skin,
instantly defeating my fury. I got up and got dressed and she looked at me with puzzled eyes.
“We should go out,” I said, and she slowly pulled on her t-shirt and followed me.
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We walked for a good half hour, back to the oasis beneath the bridge where we’d first met.
I brought out a pack of twenty and we smoked till the box was empty.
“I want to be real to you, Lydia.”
“We see each other every day, we fuck, we go out for food, we fight, we sleep together. It’s
like I can’t even get rid of you for a moment.”
I gripped her shoulders and pressed my fingers into her skin. “God damn it, Lydia, am I
real or not?”
“Why don’t you find out tomorrow when there are bruises on my fucking arms? Don’t
think a ghost could do that.”
I let go of her and put my hands to my face. I could feel tears burn behind my eyelids.
Maybe I was being paranoid, but I could never remember what I did when I wasn’t with her. I
couldn’t understand if my brain was messing with me but I was scared and angry, and she
wouldn’t answer my question. She knew how much I depended on her. Did she know something I
didn’t?
She was watching me through her veil of dying smoke.
“I have an idea. Let me prove it to you that you’re real, even without me.”
“What does that mean?”
She gave me a tight-lipped smile and got up. She brushed the seat of her jeans clean and
started walking ahead.
“What are you doing?” I started to panic.
But before I could get up, Lydia had broken into a run and was quickly wading through the
grey river. I stumbled forward to get to her before she did what I knew she was going to do. She
was swimming now, and was surprisingly fast. Waste that had buried itself half-heartedly in the
riverbed was catching between my toes. I was too slow, and she was too far. I didn’t know if I
could swim but I was damned well going to try.
I frantically pushed the water behind me, trying to keep myself afloat and move faster.
When I looked up to spot her, I could see only the tip of her head. I shouted her name. I felt slivers
of plastic cut into my skin and pass through me, like fish making way through seaweed. I could
hear a ticking in my head — or was it Lydia’s mind? — as my body began to tire of fighting the
current and attempting to swim in the muck. Lydia was nowhere to be seen. I pushed further but
I felt like I was drifting away. I could see the shore through the transparency of my hands.
For a fraction of a moment, a jolt surged through my being. It felt like a fight, a losing
battle, and it was gone just as suddenly. I couldn’t see myself anymore. The ticking slowed down,
sounding muffled and strained, like it was drowning—
— what am I? —
— and then stopped.
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AMANDA NEVADA DEMEL

Her Visage

S

he’s always standing in the same spot, in the same dull red dress, with the same tattered
umbrella resting on her shoulder. Rain, shine, fog, or snow, she’s always next to the dead
oak tree.

When I first moved here, I thought she was a trespasser. When I saw that she was
standing in the mud without shoes, I thought she was homeless. I didn’t mind much that she was
there, seeing that she was just one young woman. Plus, the property was big enough for both of
us to never run into each other. There couldn’t possibly be any harm in letting her visit that old
tree.
Several months passed before I did anything. It was during a particularly violent storm
when I decided to walk across the yard. I wanted to ask her if she would like to come inside. The
mud splashed onto my jeans and the rain quickly soaked through my shirt, making everything
stick to my body. I first called out a simple “Hey!” when I was about twenty feet away. She didn’t
respond. I called again at a distance of five feet, but still got no response. She remained
motionless, even through the sudden strike of lightning and the following roll of thunder.
“Excuse me, miss,” I yelled over the wind and downpour, walking around to face her front.
“Do you want to come inside for—”
Her face aroused some long-dead emotion in my chest, making me choke on my words. I
had expected a young girl with an innocent, possibly fearful face. What I saw was a mature
woman who knew the intricacies of how the world worked.
“A bit,” I finally finished.
The position of the umbrella, which rested on her shoulder and tried to protect her from
the cascading rain, allowed me to see her face clearly. Her eyes were large, with long, thick lashes
that stuck together in little triangles. She wasn’t looking at me. It seemed that she wasn’t looking
at anything. There were a few black specks around each eye, surrounded by patches of watery
grey that leaked down her emaciated cheeks. Wisps of auburn hair were plastered around her
face in random, chaotic designs, like symbols of an ancient language. My gaze travelled down her
slim nose to her full, red lips, between which a half-smoked cigarette was planted. Although the
cracks in the dark tobacco were glowing with a flame, the pungent smell of smoke was absent.
I stood in front of her, curling my arms around myself and ducking my head, and said
nothing more. The woman continued to stand there as if she were basking in the sun on a clear
day. The hand clutching the umbrella was almost a claw, and her limbs jutted out from her
narrow torso in a way that matched the barren twigs of the oak tree. For several minutes we
were perfectly still, save for the long locks of her hair which were billowing in the wind. I did not
know what to say. I had a strange, unfounded feeling that whatever thoughts occupied her mind
were out of my depth, and that it would be inappropriate for me to even ask about them. The rain
beat down in vicious torrents, pelting both of us, but only affecting one.
“Well,” I shouted, daring myself to look at her eyes once more, “I’m going back
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inside. Just knock if you want some shelter from this storm.”



It was peculiar, living day to day with this attractive interloper. If anything, it added a bit of
pleasant nostalgia to my life, finally seeing someone every day again. I hadn’t lived with anyone
since Sarah, who was so loud and lively, but this docile intruder was still welcome. The woman
hadn’t done any harm, and I doubted that she ever would. She just wanted to stand by the oak
tree.
The next time I tried to speak to her was on a sweltering, humid day. I was lounging
shirtless in the backyard and chanced a glance towards her. Even in the heat she was wearing the
long-sleeved red dress and holding the ratty umbrella. As I walked closer, I saw the tendrils of
smoke rising out of her cigarette. The acrid smell was still missing, even without a storm to
obscure its scent. Actually, there was no smell around her; not the stench of sweat from her body,
not dust from her dress, not pollen from the tree.
“Do you want a drink or something?” I asked once I was facing her. “Hot day like this, I’m
sure you could go for some ice water.”
Just like before, she didn’t answer me, didn’t even register my presence. I could see her
better in the sunshine, and I noticed just how tattered her dress was, and just how scrawny her
body was beneath it. The velvet looked matted and was stained in several places. The hem and
neckline were spotted with holes and tears. Her once-white stockings were also in disrepair.
“If you want to come inside, I could give you one of Sarah’s old dresses. Goodness knows
she won’t be needing them anymore.”
She didn’t bite at the opportunity to talk. She just stood there, staring blankly ahead,
dangling the cigarette between her lips.
“Well, I’ll be on the patio if you change your mind.”
Every so often, I would peek over to the corner of my yard. After a couple glances, though,
I began to sense the familiar pangs of guilt. I felt like a voyeur, peering in on some private activity,
even if it was out in the open.



The third time I tried speaking to her was a few months later. It was winter, just after a
monstrous blizzard. My property was covered in heavy, blinding snow, and she caught my
attention like a stain of dried blood. Pity rose in my chest. I spent a couple hours shoveling a path
from my back door to the oak tree, fighting the pain in my back and the chill in my fingers.
“Hey!” I called from a distance, just like that first day in the rain.
The woman didn’t respond, so I walked up close to her. The snow crunched under
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my boots, providing the only noise in the still afternoon. My breath was coming out in steady
puffs of translucent clouds, slightly thicker than the smoke from her cigarette. I reached out to
tap her shoulder, but my hand fell through the air.
I squinted at her shape, trying to block out some reflected light from the snow, thinking
that my sight was impaired by being out for so long. My sight was fine, however. She stood
exactly where I had reached.
I walked around to face her, my heartrate increasing. Her face was pale as ever, not the
slightest bit red from the freezing air. Her stature was just as erect as every other day, baring her
long neck to the elements. She looked perfectly corporeal. I reached for her shoulder again, and
was met with nothing but the frozen wind. I couldn’t touch her. My chest tightened and I felt
short of breath.
“Who are you?” I whispered.
For the first and only time, I saw her move. Her large, round eyes came into focus and met
with mine. It was only for a second, almost as if it didn’t happen at all, but I know that it did. I
know that she saw me. For that second, her face was blank, as if in the process of forming a new
expression. Just as quickly as her eyes had shifted to see me, they began to look through me. Her
face was once again wrought with the agony of experience and the awareness of something
transcendental.
A chill came over my body, but it was not from the frigid temperature. Without another
word, I trudged through the snow, back to my warm house.
Even lying in bed under a down blanket that night, I could not get rid of the cold. She could
see me, and I could see her, but I could not touch her. The thought troubled me. I was distracted
in a way that I hadn’t experienced in years. My mind was caught in a deluge of images of the
woman in my yard. Everywhere I went, I would catch whiffs of cigarette smoke, only to turn
around and find nothing. I used to believe that Sarah would be the only person to occupy my
thoughts so fully. Now I have another strange, beautiful woman to keep me awake at night.
That winter day was the last time I went near the dead oak. I even try to avoid looking in
that corner of the yard now, although my eyes are still drawn there. I used to expect visitors to
ask about the woman by the tree, but I know better. The woman is for my eyes only. I can’t share
the secret with anyone else.
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Frightening Tree by Seigar.
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TOM GUMBERT

Because I Can

I

n the cool early morning, when the sun barely peaks above the deciduous-covered hills, my
life is almost tolerable. I can smell the nearby river, the ground fog in front of me serpentines
through the rows of corn and the world is quiet, except for the chirps of hungry sparrows in
the tree next to the house.
Soon the children will be outside playing and inevitably they will stop and stare. The
younger ones will point, whispering to each other: “He looks so real.” They call me Mike—Mike
the Scarecrow, and they keep their distance. But the older ones, the middle grade kids, they call
me Mike Murder. I wonder if they are afraid, but feel they must prove otherwise; they come
closer, spewing profanities, and chuck mud clods and rocks towards me before running away.
It’s getting warmer, my skin cooking beneath the garish, ghoulish face paint. I hear the
screen door slam. Unable to turn my head, I can't see, but I know it's her. She strides through the
lawn, her boots swooshing through the tall, wet grass. When she reaches the garden, I hear the
hoe scraping against the dirt.
She walks to the back of the garden, working the rows of potatoes and beans, her hoe
chopping and scraping, before starting down the row of corn directly behind me. I want to
scream, to leap from this platform and run. I used to place my hope in the children. Maybe one
would come close enough to see my drugged and paralyzed body wet itself or shed a tear or
sneeze—show any sign.
She’s so close now, I can smell her sweat.
“Good morning,” she says with a cheerful timbre.
She pulls the planks loose from the back of the platform, gathers her tools and begins her
daily ritual, inserting the formula-filled syringe into the peg tube which feeds my body, and
emptying the catheter bag into the hole below the platform. She swaps out the hydrating bag
before walking to the front so that I can see her, and injects me in my calf.
“You’re losing weight,” she says, ripping my shirt and stuffing straw through the tear. She
appraises me. Satisfied, she puts the planks back and continues her work.
This has been my life for the past three months.
The first time, before the Doxacurium Chloride had taken full effect, I’d managed to
utter—“Why?”
“Because I can.”
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CHRIS MILAM

Jasper Goes to a Party

J

asper looked around at the other partygoers, his eyes attentive, his throat swollen with noise.
The kids who were not his real friends listened to Taylor Swift and Bruno Mars; some swam in
the above-ground pool, others gathered in packs drinking soda and joking about who was the
hottest one there. Definitely not Jasper, said Maria, the birthday girl. The wolves all nodded and
laughed at that observation. He just stared and chewed.
Earlier, one of the boys walked by and asked his friends, Do you guys smell something?
Grilled meat and smoke, said Lance.
Onions, offered Sam.
No, come on guys, something worse, said the ringleader, Allan Dawkins, a cute bully who
conned every parent he ever met with his staged yes ma'am and yes sir nonsense. It’s a mixture of
geek and loser. I’ll give you a hint, it rhymes with Casper. They all doubled over, their faces turning
as red as fresh tuna. Allan grinned at Jasper, who sat still in his chair, his mouth chomping away.
Maria’s mom had invited him out of genuine kindness, unaware that her daughter wasn't
as sweet and caring as every parent thought their child to be. Jasper’s own mom told him he
didn't have to go, that they could go to the mall and buy some comics if he wanted. Grab a pizza
and a comedy DVD on the way back. She understood that all kids could be little monsters in
certain situations, a party being one of them. And she knew her son was different: too quiet, too
shy to thrive in social situations. He hadn't ever told her any names or details, but judging by his
dark moods and hours of never leaving his bedroom, she figured he was picked on at school to
some degree. But Jasper said it was fine, nothing that bad, don’t worry, told her to never tell his
teachers anything. A snitch was the last thing he wanted to be. Snitches don't fare well in school
bathrooms.
Jasper wanted to be at this party. Actually, he was glad to be invited.
All the kids gathered in a circle under a tree in the back corner of the yard. Hanging from a
branch was a crinkly tiger piñata. Maria swung a broom handle like Serena Williams, striking it
square in the belly, opening it up like a gutted deer. Sugary innards tumbled from the wound:
candy bars and bubble gum and giant suckers and sour fruit balls. Jasper bent over to pick up a
peanut butter cup, his favorite, but Maria stopped him. She said, I thought you only ate dog food.
The audience laughed and laughed; even her mom giggled before smothering it with her hand.
Then Allan piped in, I think he would rather eat out of a garbage can, just like his dad. The
pack busted out laughing again, their eyes watering, their faces flushed. Jasper took it in silence,
chewed all of it. He knew it was a waste of time to tell them his dad never ate from a garbage can.
He didn't tell them that he was doing better, that mom was talking to him again, that maybe he
would move back in soon if he kept doing good.
Maria was getting ready to open all of her presents. Jasper knew it was time. His throat
was throbbing; it felt like a thousand angry snakes were in a frenzy inside of it.
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Jasper stood up and walked over to the crowd, stopped in the middle of them. He put his
hands on his hips and took in every single one of them. Then he unleashed the loudest laugh in
the history of Lafayette County. It was a breathless sonic boom. It was so loud that they could see
the ripples, like heat rising above asphalt on a blistering summer afternoon. It was so loud that
leaves were stripped from trees, the swimming pool turned into a chlorinated blue tropical
storm. Shingles peeled off roofs, and crazed birds dive-bombed into cracked, closed windows.
It was so loud that every kid at the party had a thin trail of blood leaking from their ears.
They were all frozen in place, stunned, their eyeballs as big as jawbreakers. Over the last two
hours, he had eaten all their hateful laughter, all their mean-spirited chuckles. He had gorged
himself.
Jasper went up to Maria’s stiff body, sang an off-key happy birthday to her. Then he
grabbed a piece of chocolate cake and rubbed it all over Allan’s face.
"It rhymes with sick," he said.
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KERRY E.B. BLACK

Pierrot’s Performance

G

aspard Pedrolino applied the white, flawless greasepaint as he did every day, defining him
as the butt of pranks, the fool for love, Pierrot. The members of his Commedia del’Arte
troupe called him by the sad clown’s name, just as they referred to themselves as their
alter-identities. Doctore, Pantelone, Il Capitano, and the hated Harlequin peddled bawdy,
improvised lazzis while wearing elaborate masks. Pierrot, the Lovers, and the ladies, Rufianna,
Vittoria, and Columbine, wore only make-up and costumes to define their parts.
His costume featured white clothes with white buttons, white ruff and white skull cap;
white, the color of innocence, the color of skulls. Pierrot juggled, performed acrobatics, and
danced. He pantomimed. He spoke with resignation, infrequent and halting. He hated his speech,
the way his words slurred and stuttered. Silence best served him. Talking yielded unwanted
ridicule.
After the performance, he took his money and bought another treat for his beloved,
Columbine. The woman’s sparkling eyes reminded him of a night full of stars. Her pale skin shone
like a full moon. Her hair fell in brown curls to her waist. Pierrot enjoyed brushing it for her,
stroking it to rabbit-like softness. Her laugh tinkled like celestial music. He enjoyed lavishing her
with gifts, from trinkets to jewelry, clothes and favored meals. She accepted with charming
curtseys and batted eyelashes. She often employed a fan to shield her face from a cherry-bright
flush when he paid her court. He admired her modesty.
“My Pierrot, what have you brought for me this evening?” She placed a small hand on the
full skirts gathered at her hip. He glimpsed her ankle. Heat rose beneath his face paint. He thrust
a bouquet of snowy daisies at her.
“Flowers?” she cleared her throat, “Oh, fragrant offerings. Thank you.”
As she walked to the tavern, her hips swayed while she sang a seaman’s tune. He longed to
pinch the apples of her bottom, but he treated his Columbine as a Lady. The scent of roasting
meat overpowered street smells of spent chamber pots, rotting vegetation, and mud. His stomach
protested that although his eyes might feast, his body hungered.
Columbine turned and called, “Aren’t you coming, Pierrot? The tavern keeper liked our
performance. He said that we can eat there tonight.”
They ate hearty lamb stew from trenchers of hard, dark bread set upon knotty, wooden
tables. The tavern guests loomed close to participate in the troupe’s loud conversations.
Capitano picked up a workman’s bag. “Ah, I see you are a man who knows a good screw!”
They all laughed.
“Indeed I do.” The workman bought a round of ale.
“To truly know if that is so, we should ask his wife,” said Vittoria.
“Better to ask his mistress!” said Rufianna.
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More guffaws resounded.
Capitano put a gloved hand on the women’s shoulders. “Our company is very good
company, indeed.” Without his mask to obscure his features, the lecherous smile and waggling
eyebrows spoke of intent.
Pantelone threw an arm around the serving wench’s small waist. He nestled close to her
pronounced collarbone, saying, “Ah, me pretty lass.” He turned his eyes to look down her top.
A local student raised his tankard. “To the night’s players!”
Harlequin jumped onto the bench. “We be players for your pleasure!” He thrust his hips
forward in a vulgar dance.
The laughter grew louder in the stifling common room. The spirits of the patrons rose
with the consumption of spirits.
Pierrot hunched over his food in a dark corner and watched. During performances, Pierrot
stood apart from the rest, a sometimes-harbinger of reason, a constant naive fool. He stood apart
now as well, while the troupe attracted loud conversations like dung collected flies.
A local man whispered in Columbine’s ear. She slapped him on his shoulder with a limp
wrist, smiling. “Do you forget, Sir, that I am a Lady?”
Harlequin leapt to her side. “True of this one.” He laughed. “But isn’t it quaint ado about
nothing?”
Columbine ducked her head behind her carved sandalwood fan. Harlequin cozied up on
the bench between the townsman and Columbine, forcing the man to leave. She turned her face
to Harlequin and he gazed into her eyes. He looked demure without his mask and motley robes,
but shrewdness resided in his eyes.
Pierrot looked away, a shudder racing down his spine. The metal tankard scraped the
table as he pushed it and his stew away. He felt sick.
He exited without a word, making his way to their wagons and carts. Tears streaked his
paint.
How could he get Columbine to love him as much as he loved her?
The cool night air dried his tears. His long strides took him to the camp where he started a
fire. He washed his face and stretched out on a bedroll beneath the stars. A breeze played with
the hair revealed when he removed the skull cap. He imagined it was Columbine’s fingers.
A cloud moved, revealing a skeleton-pale moon. The moon, with its changeable nature,
fascinated Pierrot. So like my Columbine, unreachable, mysterious, and beautiful.
“Moon, I love her,” he confessed before sleep overtook him.
In his dreams, Columbine nestled beside him and lavished gentle kisses on his cheeks and
lips. He wished to remain lost in this illusion. However, he woke before the rest of the troupe.
What can I do to impress Columbine today?
He set out a simple breakfast for the troupe, then took a stroll.
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In town, Pierrot negotiated with a goldsmith for a delicate ring fitted with a single, perfect
garnet as dark as dried blood. Columbine would be enchanted by its exquisite craftsmanship, he
felt certain.
He returned with his prize to camp. The players began to stir, but as the night before had
involved carousing, several strangers straggled, shame-faced, from beds. Pierrot, unrecognizable
without his defining attire, nodded but kept his eyes downcast.
No point embarrassing them.
He sat oriented toward Columbine’s resting place as usual, tending the fire. He fingered
the ring in his pouch. The circle of gold felt cool. It barely fit to the first knuckle on his littlest
finger. Columbine’s fingers, fine and lean, would look regal wearing his gift. He hoped she’d kiss
his cheek as a thanks, the way she had in his dream.
He recalled first seeing Columbine when the troupe of actors arrived in his village. The
antics of the other players mattered little to him. His attention and affection became focused on
the grace of the girl playing the daughter, Columbine. His heart beat in time with her footfalls. His
breathing grew dependent upon her laughter. Young, agile, and willing to learn, he offered his
services as a player. He said goodbye to his old life and joined the troupe. A wistful smile played
at the corners of his lips.
Ah, Columbine.
Doctore and Capitano sat hunched, as though shielding their eyes from the morning rays.
Vittoria elbowed Rufianna’s ribs. Primal sounds came from Harlequin’s tent.
“They’ve been at it all night!” said Vittoria.
“Yep, Harley has such stamina,” said Rufianna.
“Who’d have guessed she’d be such a lusty wench?” asked Capitano. He stroked his
mustache with deliberate, thoughtful movements.
Pierrot cast curious glances at Columbine’s tent. When’s she getting up?
Pantelone stumbled forward only to collapse into a seat near the cookfire. He reeked of
liquor. The couple in Harlequin’s tent screamed with pleasure.
“Oh, still? They kept me up most of the night,” he complained. He opened a flask and
gulped the amber liquid. “Ah, that’s better.”
“Don’t get too close to the fire, Pants, or you’ll toast,” Doctore chuckled.
Rustling from Harlequin’s abode drew their attention. The players hooted when the
woman emerged, flushed, hair in disarray, fastening her bodice over her copious bosom.
Pierrot stopped breathing. He felt weak. His breakfast threatened a reappearance. His
peripheral vision closed in. Gasping, he stood. He trembled, disbelieving.
The troupe focused on her.
“So, how did everything come out?” Vittoria sauntered to her friend.
The object of his undying affection colored and hid behind her unkempt hair.
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Columbine. No. Please, no.
Unobserved, Pierrot dropped back. Anger crept into his heart like a snake. It coiled around
his thoughts, squeezing them into a taut, quivering rage. He glimpsed Harlequin on his bedroll,
arms stretched behind his head. He wore a look of satisfaction and nothing more.
Columbine brushed passed him, tousle-haired, head ducked. She stunk of sex.
The actors joked and hooted. Pierrot turned from them to follow Columbine to her tent.
“Columb-b-bine.”
She turned and looked up at him with brown eyes sunken behind dark, puffy circles. Her
lips pinched into a thin line. His fingertip slipped into the gift.
“What is it, Pierrot?”
“I-I-I-I had s-s-s-something for you.”
Her eyes widened and her mouth relaxed. “Oh? You dear man! What is it?”
He pointed to her tent. She crossed her arms.
“I’m tired, Pierrot.”
He nodded.
“I’ll sh-sh-show you in private.”
She tapped a slippered foot, brow wrinkled in thought.
“Okay, but just for a minute.” She led the way.
Inside, she said, “What do you have for me?”
He noticed yesterday’s bouquet discarded and trampled in a corner.
Anger lent confidence to his speech. “Why did you g-g-go with him?”
She balled her hands into tight fists. “That is none of your business, but just so you know,
he makes me laugh.”
“I could make you laugh, too.”
She threw back her head and guffawed. “You? Oh Pierrot,” she rested a hand on his arm.
He narrowed his eyes, sensing her derision. A heaviness formed in his stomach. He
clenched his jaw.
“You are our straight-man, not funny at all. Now what do you have for me? I need to get
some sleep before our performance.”
He grasped her hand and pulled her toward her bed.
“What are you doing?” Her voice sounded frightened.
“You want to laugh.” He pushed her onto the bed and pinned her with his body. He tickled
her underarms and ribs, feeling the loosened stays of her corset. She pushed against his mass
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without effect. He reached behind his back to squeeze her thighs. She jumped and squealed.
“Stop,” she chortled.
He continued. She squirmed to get away from his attention. He pulled her back.
Laugh. I can make you laugh.
He pushed harder with his fingertips. Tears streamed down his face as he imagined
Columbine’s nocturnal activity.
She gasped, struggling to escape his powerful grip. He tickled, bruising her. She thrashed.
Her head fell off the bedding. Unrelenting, he ministered to her sensitive skin. She stopped
worming and lay still and silent.
His anger left him spent. She had laughed. He had touched her.
Of course, so did Harlequin, and he didn’t just tickle her.
He shook himself.
Don’t think about that.
He stood over her. “S-s-s-s-see, I c-c-can m-m-make you l-l-l-laugh.” She did not
acknowledge him, face turned away. He knelt beside her, taking her small, pale hand.
“C-c-c-c-olumb-b-bine, f-f-for you.” He slipped the ring onto her finger. It looked perfect.
“I-I-I-I l-l-l-love y-y-y-y-y-y-you.” Tears coursed down his face.
She did not answer or look at the ring. She did not move.
“D-d-d-did y-y-y-you h-h-hear me, C-c-c-columb-b-bine?”
Columbine remained still and silent.
He felt a cold dread creep down his spine and pool in his knees.
“C-c-c-columb-b-b-bine?”
Why won't she acknowledge?
He rolled her over. Her eyes bulged, staring and unblinking. Her mouth gaped, tongue
peeking, lips pale. Panting, he stumbled away from the lifeless woman.
I only tickled her.
No breath betrayed her chest. No movement flickered with a sign of life.
Is it even possible to tickle somebody to death?
A scream gurgled in his throat, but he strangled it down.
Nobody will recognize me without my makeup.
He threw up in the corner atop the discarded bouquet.
Columbine, forgive me.
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He said goodbye to Pierrot and ran.
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R.I.D

Seven Deadly Sins

T

hey showed up on a Tuesday. hey bud, are you okay? in the sugar. Maybe I wrote this to
myself in a fugue state again. I scooped the words into the sink and bleached the counters
and then went back to bed. I nightmared about ants spelling me a message I had to read
but I couldn’t figure out the letters.
I confirmed it with a psychic, then a priest, then a pet psychic, then a psychic priest. “Some
kind of amalgam of evil, I guess? But they seem… fond of you?” “There are at least seven spirits
here. Why haven’t I seen you in church recently?” “Get a dog, and also get out of this house, it’s
haunted.” “Are you okay? You seem sad in a permanent kind of way.”
we’ve been trying, on Wednesday. At night I hear screams. Often they’re mine and
sometimes they’re not but that’s not news and it’s fine. I get these urges that crawl inside of me
that won’t stop bleating, little shouts of what I should be doing. I’ve been haunted since I woke up
trying to walk out of this body.
Sometimes I spiral back out, an ocean that has pulled back too far only to rush over all.
On Thursday I feel too confident, slam myself into the climb, try to make friends with
strangers, turn in papers before I edit them, unbuckle my seatbelt. On Friday, I sleep with a
stranger at their place, puke in their bathroom, carry myself back to a haunted house.
Months pass. what are we doing wrong? at first in Latin.
I think these are notes I wrote myself the way I have been doing since the eighth grade:
wake up, be better, what is wrong with you. I scribble them on papers absently. When they show
up elsewhere, I go back to sleep.
My days pass like roller coasters—I binge on pasta dinners after forgetting to eat for days.
I don't shower for weeks. I get angry for no reason, get greedy and try to force my life back into
me.
Now I ignore them when they show up. In my faith, it is not right to commune with spirits.
I see them over the bowl of soup I microwaved. The one I call Gluttony has wide pupils and a tiny
stomach. My mother used to say, “you eat with your eyes.”
i made you eat it writes to me in my alphabet soup.
I get up and go to sleep.
The one I call Lust meets me when I’m coming home again. He looks the same as I
expected, oily, twitchy, trench-coated. you got laid lights up on the graffiti of a passing bus. I
throw up in the bushes. When I close my eyes, I see the words like a red exit sign in front of me.
One by one, they come to me, step out of the house for me. I know each because I was
raised in the vault of a church; I know what the Lord is sending to come for me. Was not Jesus
tested in the desert?
I stare at Greed in the reflection of someone else’s TV. When I wake up, we’ve taken
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their speakers. I finally yell back at my boss and Wrath grins at me while I pack up my cubicle
and leave. Pride won’t let me find a new job; nothing is good enough for me. Envy speaks when I
open my computer to see faces on social media, all smiling. That could have been me. That could
have been me.
I tie a knot in rope when Sloth shows up, my favorite of the seven. I’ve been kissing her
since I was young. She pushes me back into bed, keeps me from getting further than the span of a
footstep. Her voice is the prettiest to me. we have been trying, she writes in the bedsheets. we
have given you everything shows up in the shower mist of the morning. why won’t you be happy?
I am not supposed to commune with spirits. But she follows me with those heavy talons
locked in my chest. why aren’t you happy. why aren’t you happy. we gave you all of it.
The things I did to remove spirits were all sins. I look at the bottom of my life and I think:
aren’t they right? Isn’t this what you wanted?
I go to church. My ears ring. At night I hear her sobbing, or maybe we both are, because we
are both failures, and yet addicted to trying. Is she restless like me, I wonder, always driven but
too tired to do anything, instead lying in a swamp where lightning bugs eat at me.
The seven of them find me over tea. I touch my crucifix. why aren’t you happy? on the
windows, on the walls, in the leaves of my tea.
Maybe it’s Wrath that finally wins me. I throw the cup. I stand up and stare at them. How
can I tell them that this isn’t how it works, that you don’t get better because you get the girl, you
don’t get better because you’re overly confident, you don’t get better just because things go
right—you don’t get better because of the things you get in life.
The next day I go house hunting. It’s time I leave them behind.
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Tunnels

A

nd a bookcase in front of a door will always provide the safety you need. And the thumping
outside will eventually go away. The walls will hold. The door will stop quivering. You will
be okay as long as you pile as many empty flower pots and old picture frames on top of
your barricade as you can. Chairs and a small couch and whatever else is in this room.
A house is only as safe as the bodies in it. This house is worthless as long as you continue
to ignore the tunnels within it. The wood should have made boats and walking sticks and the
concrete should have just been sidewalks or basketball courts. Or just dust.
Have you been in your crawlspace? Have you even noticed the loose boards on the walls
in some of the rooms? In this room? Or have you placed as many curios and knick-knacks as you
can in front of the imperfections that you could find? What stopped you from exploring?
And yet and yet and yet there still persists the crowds outside. Still craving the inside.
Wanting whatever it is that you have been keeping from them. But what have you been keeping
from them?
Rumbling shakes the dust off your bones. You are quivering at the same frequency of the
house, of the room. The walls look flimsy, shivering and looking like they might give in at any
moment. And yet it is for your benefit, to help you locate the hidden passage in this room. The
portal to safety. Safer than the bookcase in front of your door.
You can hear their cries penetrating the door. You can hear their hunger and their anger
but you cannot figure out what they want. The words do not make sense. You can hear them
scratching at your door. Digging their way through the wood. What have you done? What must
you do?
Seeing where you need to go is different from seeing where you can go, and you know that
now. And the house knows it too.
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